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Abstract. We study the conjugation involution in Seiberg-Witten theory in the context of
the Ozsva´th-Szabo´ and Bloom’s spectral sequence for the branched double cover of a link
L in S3. We prove that there exists a spectral sequence of FrQs{Q2-modules (where Q has
degree ´1) which converges to ĆHMI˚pΣpLqq, an involutive version of the monopole Floer
homology of the branched double cover, and whose E2-page is a version of Bar Natan’s
characteristic two Khovanov homology of the mirror of L. We conjecture that an analogous
result holds in the setting of Pinp2q-monopole Floer homology.
The interaction between quantum and Floer theoretic invariants in low-dimensional topol-
ogy has spurred a lot of research activity in recent years. Perhaps the most well-studied
from this perspective are the various spectral sequences starting from Khovanov homology
([Kho00],[BN02]) and converging to (versions of) Heegaard Floer homology ([OS05]), mono-
pole Floer homology ([Blo11]), and singular instanton homology ([KM11]). These have been
recently organized in a broad conceptual picture ([BHL15]).
Another fruitful trend in the past few years has been the study of Pinp2q-symmetry in
Seiberg-Witten Floer homology, where Pinp2q is S1 Y j ¨ S1 Ă H. This was employed by
Manolescu ([Man16]) to disprove the longstanding Triangulation conjecture. Morse-theoretic
([KM07]) counterparts of his invariants were constructed by the author in [Lin16a], and the
extra symmetry has also been employed with a different flavor to define an involutive ver-
sion of Heegaard Floer homology [HM15]. Intuitively, the latter corresponds to the subgroup
Z4 “ xjy Ă Pinp2q.
The goal of this paper is to find a common ground for the two aforementioned topics.
Before stating the main result, we briefly introduce its protagonists. In what follows, F is the
field with two elements.
‚ For each link L in S3 there is a combinatorially defined invariant ĄBN2˚,˚pLq introduced
by Bar Natan [BN05], which is a bigraded module over Frus{u2, where u acts with
bidegree p´2, 0q;
‚ For each compact oriented three-manifold Y we will define in the present paper a
Floer theoretic invariant ĆHMI ˚pY q, called involutive monopole Floer homology. This
is a relatively graded module over FrQs{Q2, where Q has degree ´1 (to be precise, we
also need to fix a basepoint in the three-manifold to define this invariant).
For a link L in S3 denote its mirror by L¯, and its branched double cover by ΣpLq.
Theorem 1. For any link L Ă S3, there exists a spectral sequence whose E2-page is iso-
morphic to ĄBN2˚,˚pL¯q and which converges to ĄHM ˚pΣpLqq. After setting u to be Q, this is a
spectral sequence of FrQs{Q2-modules.
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We discuss more in detail the objects involved. First, for each link L there is an unreduced
invariant BN2˚,˚pLq which is a bigraded module over Frus{u2. This is obtained from Bar-
Natan’s variant of Khovanov homology BN˚,˚pLq ([BN05], where we use the notation of
[Tur06]), which is defined only over fields of characteristic two, by setting u2 to be zero. Given
a diagram D for L , BN2˚,˚pLq arises as the homology of a chain complex whose underlying
vector space is CKhpDq b Frus{u2 (where CKhpDq is the Khovanov chain complex, see for
example [BN02]), and whose differential is determined by the following modification of the
Khovanov’s tqft:
(1) m : V b V b Frus{u2 Ñ V b Frus{u2
$’’&’’%
v` b v` ÞÑ v`
v` b v´ ÞÑ v´
v´ b v` ÞÑ v´
v´ b v´ ÞÑ uv´
(2) ∆ : V b Frus{u2 Ñ V b V b Frus{u2
"
v` ÞÑ v` b v´ ` v´ b v` ` uv` b v`
v´ ÞÑ v´ b v´
Here as usual V is a vector space generated by tv`,v´u, which have degree respectively ˘1.
The graded Euler characteristic of BN2˚,˚ is
p1` q´2q ¨ V pLq
where V pLq is the unnormalized Jones polynomial of L, and furthermore this invariant fits in
an exact triangle
BN2˚,˚pLq BN2˚,˚pLqr´1s
KhpLq˚,˚
Some interesting results regarding Bar Natan’s homology are discussed in [Tur06]: for ex-
ample, it can be used to adapt Lee’s spectral sequence ([Lee05]) in characteristic two. The
statement of the main theorem involves the reduced version of the homology ĄBN2˚,˚pLq: for a
given basepoint in L, this is the homology of the complex obtained after quotienting by the
subcomplex of elements that have v´ in the cycle containing the basepoint. This construction
is in fact independent of the choice of basepoint (cfr. the result for Khovanov homology in
[ORS13]).
On the Floer theory side, we will define in the present paper for a compact connected and
oriented three-manifold Y (together with a choice of basepoint p) the invariant ĆHMI ˚pY, pq,
which is a relatively graded module over FrQs{Q2, Q having degree ´1. This is the analogue in
monopole Floer homology of the hat version of involutive Heegaard Floer homology [HM15].
There is a natural conjugation involution  on the set of spinc structure inducing canonical
isomorphisms
˚ : ĄHM ˚pY, sq Ñ ĄHM ˚pY, s¯q,
where ĄHM is the tilde monopole Floer homology group introduced in [Blo11] in analogy with
the hat version of Heegaard Floer homology ([OS04]). The most interesting ones for us are
the spinc structures for which s¯ “ s, which we call self-conjugate. The main idea is to exploit
this involution at the chain level in order to recover some version of Z2-equivariant homology
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(see for example [SS10]). As in [HM15], we only consider a truncated version of the resolution
of the Floer chain complex, and we expect the full resolution complex to recover some version
of the Pinp2q-monopole Floer homology defined in [Lin16a]. Among the basic properties, we
have that it fits in an exact triangle
ĄHM ˚pY, pq ĄHM ˚pY, pqr´1s
ĆHMI ˚pY, pq
1` ˚
Furthermore, for S3 we have ĆHMI pS3q “ FrQs{Q2, and cobordisms W equipped with a
properly embedded arc γ from the incoming component to the outgoing one induce maps in
a functorial fashion. For completeness, we will also introduce the to, from and bar versions
of the invariants, which correspond respectively to the `,´ and 8 flavors on the Heegaard
Floer side.
Remark 1. We will generally drop the basepoint from the notation when it is non strictly
necessary.
Example 1. We discuss the simplest (and easily generalizable) example. For K the trefoil
knot, one can compute that ĄBN2˚,˚pKq is
´3 ´2 ´1 0
1 F
´1 F
´3
´5 F
´7
´9 F
where the arrow indicates the action of u. Now, as K is alternating, Y “ ΣpKq is an L-space
(see [OS05] for the proof in the Heegaard Floer setting). As K has determinant 3, it has
one self-conjugate spinc structure and a pair of non-isomorphic conjugate ones. It will be
shown that the former contributes FrQs{Q2 to ĆHMI ˚pΣpLqq (as it is the case for the only
self-conjugate spinc structure on S3), while the latter contributes F ‘ Fr´1s. In particular,
the spectral sequence collapses at the E2-page.
The construction of the surgery spectral sequence mentioned in the first point closely follows
the work in [Blo11]. The key difference arises when one tries to identify the E1 page of the
spectral sequence associated to the branched double cover. This is because for involutive
monopole Floer homology the mapĆHMI ˚pS2 ˆ S2zpD4 >D4qq : ĆHMI ˚pS3q Ñ ĆHMI ˚pS3q
is multiplication by Q on ĆHMI ˚pS3q “ FrQs{Q2 (cfr. Proposition 3 in [Lin16c] for the
analogous statement in the Pinp2q-setting). This is not the case in ĄHM , as there the induced
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map is zero because b`2 of the cobordism is strictly positive (see for example Chapter 3 of
[KM07]). As S2 ˆ S2 is the branched double cover of S4 over a standardly embedded torus,
this implies that when describing the E1-page of the spectral sequence there will be some
additional terms containing Q. These correspond, after suitable identifications, to the terms
involving u in the maps (1).
Related to this, we have an isomophism
(3) ĆHMI ˚pS2 ˆ S1q “ Λ˚pFxγyq b FrQs{Q2
for γ a generator of H1pS2 ˆ S1q (in degree ´1) (see Chapter 4 of [Lin16a] for the analogue
in the Pinp2q-setting), but such an isomorphism is not canonical. Indeed S2 ˆ S1 has two
spin structures (both inducing the unique self-conjugate spinc structure), and there is an
orientation preserving self-diffeomorphism ϕ of S2 ˆ S1 exchanging them ([GS99]). More
explicitly, if γ : S1 Ñ SOp3q is a generator of pi1pSOp3qq “ Z2, we can take ϕ to be
ϕ : S2 ˆ S1 Ñ S2 ˆ S1 px, ϑq ÞÑ pγpϑq ¨ x, ϑq.
Then ϕ induces the non trivial automorphism (as a FrQs{Q2-module) of ĆHMI ˚pS2ˆS1q given
by
γ ÞÑ γ `Q.
Hence to fix an identification as in (3), and more generally for a connected sum of S2 ˆ S1s,
we need to fix a spin structure. This is unlike the case for the identificationĄHM ˚pS2 ˆ S1q “ Λ˚pFxγyq,
as this is unique for degree reasons.
The reader may wonder why we are working in the involutive setting instead of the Pinp2q-
one. The main complication in the latter is that while one can estabilish a surgery exact
triangle (see [Lin16c]), one of the maps appearing in the statement is generally not the one
induced by the corresponding 2-handle attachment cobordism. This is related to the fact that
the blow-up formula in that setting shows that the composition of two consecutive handle
attachment maps in the triangle might not be zero. Nevertheless, its image is contained in
the image of Q2, and as Q2 is zero in the involutive setting one might expect this setting to
be more tractable. Most of the technical work in the present paper relies on the fact that the
composition is in fact explicitly chain homotopic to zero. From a more analytical perspective,
the difference is related to the fact that a certain space of self-adjoint operators that naturally
arises in the construction is simply-connected, but has non-trivial higher homotopy groups.
In any case, we are lead to state the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1. Given a link L Ă S3, there exists a spectral sequence whose E2-page isĄBN3˚,˚pL¯q which converges to ĂHS˚pΣpLqq. After setting u to be Q, this is a spectral sequence
of FrQs{Q3-modules.
Here ĄBN3pL¯q is the reduced version of Bar Natan’s homology in which we set u3 to be zero,
while ĂHS is the defined to be the mapping cone of a the chain map inducing the action of V
in Pinp2q-monopole Floer homology. One can study the analogous spectral sequence for the
branched double cover in the Pinp2q-setting: while the arguments in the present paper allow
one to identify the E2 page in exactly the same way, the non trivial part is to show that it
converges to the Floer homology of the branched double cover. The last step is indeed where
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the surgery exact triangle is needed.
Organization of the paper. In Section 1 we define involutive monopole Floer homology
and discuss its main properties. In Section 2, we prove the link surgery spectral sequence
in involutive monopole Floer homology for a link in a three-manifold. Finally, in Section 3
we study the spectral sequence associated to the branched double cover, and prove the main
theorem.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Paolo Aceto, Ciprian Manolescu, Peter
Ozsva´th and Zolta´n Szabo´ for the helpful discussions.
1. Involutive monopole Floer homology
The goal of this section is to introduce a package of invariants of compact, connected ori-
ented three-manifolds called involutive monopole Floer homology. These invariants should
be considered as the analogue in our theory of involutive Heegaard Floer homology [HM15].
We start by discussing some formal properties, we then quickly review some constructions in
monopole Floer homology, and finally we proceed with definitions and proofs. We assume the
reader has some familiarity with monopole Floer homology ([KM07]); more specifically, the
content of the notes [Lin16b] will be more than sufficient.
Formal properties. For a given three-manifold Y , there exists a natural conjugation
action  on the set of spinc structures SpincpY q. We call the fixed points self-conjugate spinc
structures. There exists a natural map
tspin structures on Y u Ñ tself-conjugate spinc structures on Y u
which is surjective and such that each fiber has cardinality 2b1pY q (cfr. Chapter 4 of [Lin16a]).
To each three-manifold Y equipped with rss P SpincpY q{, we associate relatively Z{dprssqZ-
graded modules z
HMI ˚pY, rssq zHMI ˚pY, rssq HMI ˚pY, rssq
over FrU,Qs{Q2, where Q has degree ´1 and U has degree ´2. Here dprssq is the least
common factor of all xc1psq, xy for x P H1pY,Zq. Furthermore, when c1 is torsion (e.g. when
the structure is self-conjugate) the relative Z-grading can be lifted to an absolute Q-grading.
These are called involutive monopole Floer homology groups, and fit in an exact sequence of
FrU,Qs{Q2-modules
z
HMI ˚pY, rssq zHMI ˚pY, rssq
HMI ˚pY, rssq
j˚
i˚ p˚
where i˚ and p˚ have degree zero, while j˚ has degree one. When rss is not self-conjugate,
there are natural identifications as FrU,Qs{Q2-modules
(4)
z
HMI ˚pY, rssq ”
z
HMI ˚pY, sq ‘
z
HMI ˚pY, sqr´1s ”
z
HMI ˚pY, s¯q ‘
z
HMI ˚pY, s¯qr´1s
where the action of Q is trivial. For a self conjugate spinc structure s, the exact triangle
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y
HM ˚pY, sq
y
HM ˚pY, sqr´1s
z
HMI ˚pY, sq
1` ˚
holds, where
˚ :
y
HM ˚pY, sq Ñ
y
HM ˚pY, sq,
is the conjugation isomorphism. We can also define the total Floer groups
z
HMI ˚pY q “
à
rssPSpincpY q{
z
HMI ˚pY, rssq.
The same statements hold for the other flavors. As a basic example, we have
HMI ˚pS3q “ FrQ,U´1, U s{Q2zHMI ˚pS3q “ FrQ,U s{Q2z
HMI ˚pS3q “
`
FrQ,U´1, U s{Q2˘ { `FrQ,U s{Q2˘ ,
where the gradings are shifted so that the bottom element of the last group has degree zero.
As in the usual case, one can define completed version of the invariants, which are denoted
with a bullet. The invariant is functorial, meaning that a cobordism W from Y0 to Y1 induces
a map of FrU,Qs{Q2-modules
z
HMI ‚pW q :
z
HMI ‚pY0q Ñ
z
HMI ‚pY1q.
This map respects the decomposition of spinc structures up to conjugation on W , and fur-
thermore if W0 and W1 are composable, i.e. the outgoing boundary of W0 coincides with the
incoming boundary of W1, then
z
HMI ‚pW1 ˝W0q “
z
HMI ‚pW1q ˝
z
HMI ‚pW0q.
In the present paper, we will be mostly interested in the following version, which is based on
the construction of ĄHM in [Blo11]. For a given basepoint p P Y , we can define the relatively
graded FrQs{Q2-module ĆHMI ˚pY, pq, which fits in the exact triangle of FrQs{Q2-modules
z
HMI ˚pY q
z
HMI ˚pY q
ĆHMI ˚pY, pq
¨U
and
ĄHM ˚pY, pq ĄHM ˚pY, pqr´1s
ĆHMI ˚pY, pq
1` ˚
As the versions discussed before, this invariant decomposes along equivalence classes in
SpincpY q{, and the analogous identification of (4) holds. We have thatĆHMI ˚pS3, pq “ FrQs{Q2,
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the element Q being in degree 0. Given a cobordism pW,γq from pY0, γ0q to pY1, γ1q, where γ
is a properly embedded arc in W from p0 to p1, one can define a mapĆHMI ˚pW,γq : ĆHMI ˚pY0, p0q Ñ ĆHMI ˚pY1, p1q.
This assignment is functorial (in the category of based three-manifolds and cobordisms with
an embedded arc), and is compatible with the maps in the to version and the triangle above.
The topology of the space of operators with simple spectrum. We discuss a
simple result which underlines the construction of the invariants. As a warmup, consider
iup2q, the space four-dimensional space of self-adjoint operators on C2. The only elements
with non-simple spectrum are the real multiples of the identity. This implies that the space of
self-adjoint operators with simple spectrum on C2 is connected and simply connected (while it
has non-trivial higher homotopy groups), as the locus of operators with non-simple spectrum
has codimension three.
In the setting we are interested, let S Ñ Y be a spinor bundle on a three-manifold.
Following Chapter 12 of [KM07], we consider the space Opsa of self-adjoint Fredholm operators
of the form
DB ` h : L2kpY ;Sq Ñ L2k´1pY ;Sq
where DB is the Dirac operator associated to a smooth connection B on S and h is a self-
adjoint operator that extends to a bounded operator form L2j pY ;Sq to itself, for j ď k (here
k is chosen to be large enough). These is the kind of operators that arises when analyzing
the reducible solutions of the Seiberg-Witten equations. In particular, before perturbing
the equations, a reducible solution rB, 0s gives rise to a family of solutions on the blow up
corresponding to the projectivizations of the eigenspaces of the Dirac operator DB.
Lemma 1. The space of operators in Opsa with simple spectum is connected and simply
connected.
Proof. This boils down to the example above via the following observation from Section
12.6 of [KM07]. The space of operators whose spectrum is not simple is a countable union
of Fredholm maps Fn defined as follows. Take the domain of Fn to be Op
sa
n ˆ R, where
Opsan Ă Opsa is the subspace of operators for which 0 is an eigenvalue of multiplicity exactly
n, and Fn sends pL, λq to L ` λ. This is a local embedding, and the normal bundle to its
image at L ` λ is given by the space of traceless self-adjoint endomorphisms of KerL. In
particular, each of the Fredholm maps has index at least ´3, and the result readily follows
from a standard transversality argument. 
Remark 2. A case of particular interest for us is that of S3 equipped with a metric of positive
scalar curvature, e.g. the round one. In this case, for a small pertubation qˆ the perturbed
Dirac operator DB0,qˆ associated to the trivial connection B0 does not have kernel (see Section
22.7 in [KM07]). Hence such a perturbation is regular if and only if the associated Dirac
operator has simple spectrum. Therefore the lemma above can rephrased as follows: the
space of regular small perturbations on S3 is connected and simply connected.
We will also use the following consequence of simply connectedness: any two paths of small
regular perturbations γ0 and γ1 are homotopic, and any two such homotopies γt and γ
1
t are
homotopic relative to be boundary paths γ0, γ1.
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The U-map in monopole Floer homology. We quickly review the definition of the
U -map in monopole Floer homology and ĄHM pY, pq. To a given three-manifold Y equipped
with a Riemannian metric (which we generally drop from the notation), a spinc structure s
and a regular perturbation q, we can associate the Floer chain complex pCˇ˚pY, s, qq, Bˇq. For
two different choices of metrics and perturbations, the associated homology groups, denoted
by
y
HM pY, s, qq, differ by a canonical isomorphism induced by a continuation map.
Suppose now we are given a basepoint p P Y . Fix the round metric on S3, and a small
regular perturbation qˆ, so that there are no irreducible critical points. From this data, we
can construct a chain map
Uˇqˆ : Cˇ˚pY, s, qq Ñ Cˇ˚pY, s, qq
defining the FrU s-module structure on homology. This chain map is defined by counting
trajectories on r0, 1sˆY znbhdpt1{2uˆtpuq with cylindrical ends attached which converge on
the S3 end (which we think of as an incoming end, with perturbation qˆ) to the critical point
corresponding to the second negative eigenvalue of the Dirac operator. We can then define
as in [Blo11] the chain complexrC˚pY, p, s, q, qˆq “ CˇpY, s, qq ‘ CˇpY, s, qqr1s
B˜ “
ˆ Bˇ 0
Uˇqˆ Bˇ
˙
.
The homology is again independent up to canonical isomorphism of the choices of perturba-
tions, and we call the result ĄHM ˚pY, p, sq. There is a natural two-step filtration, inducing the
exact triangle
y
HM ˚pY, s, qq
y
HM ˚pY, s, qq
ĄHM ˚pY, p, s, q, qˆq
¨U
We discuss in detail the independence with respect to the choice of perturbations. Suppose
that q1 and qˆ1 are different choices of perturbations on S3. We can choose a two paths of
perturbations connecting our previous perturbations to the new ones. Furthermore, we can
choose the path of small perturbations on S3 such that at each time the Dirac operator has
simple spectrum, so that each perturbation in the path is regular (see Lemma 1 and following
remark). Now, using these families of perturbations we can constructs two maps
Φˇ, Kˇ : Cˇ˚pY, s, qq Ñ CˇpY, s, q1q
such that
Bˇ ˝ Φˇ` Φˇ ˝ Bˇ “ 0
Bˇ ˝ Kˇ ` Kˇ ˝ Bˇ “ Uˇqˆ1 ˝ Φˇ` Φˇ ˝ Uˇqˆ.
While the first map is simply the continuation map inducing the canonical isomorphism in
homology, the second map uses parametrized moduli spaces on a punctured I ˆ Y where the
perturbation on the additional incoming S3 varies along the pat from qˆ to qˆ1 chosen above.
The key point is that at each time the perturbation is regular, so one can look at moduli
spaces of solutions parametrized by the family of perturbations which converge on this end to
the second unstable critical point. The map Kˇ is defined by a suitable count of solutions in
these moduli spaces, using the same formulas as in Chapter 25 in [KM07]. It is worth pointing
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out that we are using that the various critical points have degrees differing by at least two,
so that the S3 does not contribute to the formulas when looking at codimension one strata.
Furthermore, while relevant analytical details for this moduli spaces of this kind of are not
explicitly stated in [KM07], the results there generalize without any significant modification
because of the assumption that the perturbation on S3 is regular at each point on the path.
Finally, we can combine these maps into
Φ˜ “
ˆ
Φˇ 0
Kˇ Φˇ
˙
: rC˚pY, p, s, q, qˆq Ñ rC˚pY, p, s, q1, qˆ1q.
This map induces an isomorphism in cohomology: the two-step filtration on the complexes
induces a spectral sequence, and the map induced on the E1-page is an isomorphism (because
the entries are continuation maps). Furthermore, two such maps are always chain homotopic
because the space small regular perturbations is simply connected, so the induced isomorphism
is canonical.
More in general, we recall how the map induced by a cobordism together with a path pW,γq
is defined. For For some choice of regular perturbation p one can define the chain map
mˇpW, s, pq : Cˇ˚pY0, s0, q0q Ñ Cˇ˚pY1, s1, q1q.
Using the path γ, one can define (after making additional choices, including a path from qˆ0
to qˆ1) a chain homotopy Hˇ such that
Bˇ ˝ Hˇ ` Hˇ ˝ Bˇ “ Uˇqˆ1 ˝ mˇpW, s, pq ` mˇpW, s, pq ˝ Uˇqˆ0 .
We then define the chain map
m˜pW, s, γ, pq “
ˆ
mˇpW, s, pq 0
Hˇ mˇpW, s, pq
˙
: Cˇ˚pY0, p0, s0, q0, qˆ0q Ñ Cˇ˚pY1, p1, s1, q1, qˆ1q,
and denote the map induced in homology by m˜pW, s, pq. Its functoriality properties follow
from neck-stretching arguments, see Chapter 26 in [KM07].
Involutive monopole Floer homology. We finally discuss the definition and properties
of involutive monopole Floer homology. We focus on the tilde version both because it is the
one we will be working with in the rest of the paper, and because the construction for the
other cases is essentially simpler. The key idea is that there is a canonical identification of
the space of configurations
 : CpY, sq Ñ CpY, s¯q
given by pB,Ψq “ pB¯,Ψ ¨ jq. Here B¯ denotes the conjugate connection, and for the multi-
plication by j we identify the spinor representation of C2 with H. This identification squares
to ´1, so that we get an identification
 : BpY, sq Ñ BpY, s¯q
which squares to the identity (as ´1 is a gauge transformation). Via this identifications, a
regular perturbation q for pY, sq induces a regular perturbation ˚q for pY, s¯q, and we have
induced identification of chain complexes
˜˚ : rCpY, p, s, q, qˆq Ñ rCpY, p, s¯, ˚q, ˚qˆq.
Suppose now that s is self-conjugate. There is a quasi-isomorphisms
Φ˜ : rCpY, p, s¯, ˚q, ˚qˆq Ñ rCpY, p, s, q, qˆq,
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given by the continuation map. Such a map depends on a choice of a regular homotopy k
from p˚q, ˚qˆq and pq, qˆq. We can then define the chain map
ι˜ :“ Φ˜ ˝ ˜˚ : rCpY, p, s, q, qˆq Ñ rCpY, p, s, q, qˆq
and define the involutive Floer chain complex ĂCIpY, p, s, q, qˆ, kq to be the mapping conerCpY, p, s, q, qˆq Qp1`ι˜qÝÑ Q ¨ rCpY, p, s, q, qˆq
where Q is a formal variable of degree ´1. We denote its homology by ĆHMI pY, p, s, q, qˆq.
This chain complex is naturally a graded module over FrQs{Q2, and it comes with a natural
filtration, which we call the Q-filtration, inducing the exact triangle (1).
We can define the map on ĆHMI induced by a cobordism pW,γq equipped with a self-
conjugate spinc structure s from pY0, s0q to pY1, s1q as follows. Consider a regular perturbation
p on W , so that one obtains chain maps
m˜pW, s, γ, pq : rCpY0, p, s0, q0, qˆ0, k0q Ñ rCpY1, p1, s1, q1, qˆ1, k1q
inducing the cobordism map. Applying the involution, one obtains a chain map
m˜pW,γ, s, ˚pq : rCpY0, p0, s0, ˚q0, ˚qˆ0, ˚k0q Ñ rCpY1, p1, s1, ˚q1, ˚qˆ1, ˚k1q
computing (after canonical identifications) the same map in homology. Indeed, for suitable
choice of data one can define a map h˜ such that
B˜ ˝ h˜` h˜ ˝ B˜ “ m˜pW,γ, s, pq ˝ Φ˜0 ` Φ˜1 ˝ m˜pW,γ, s, ˚pq
there the Φ˜i are the continuation maps used in the definitions of ĂCI for Yi. Again in this
choice we need the perturbation on S3 to be regular at each point, and this is again possible
in light of Lemma 1 and the following remark. We can combine these in order to define the
chain map
ĂmipW,γ, p, hq “ ˆm˜pW,γ, s, pq 0
h˜ ˝ ˜˚ m˜pW,γ, s, pq
˙
: ĂCIpY0, p0, s0, q0, qˆ0, k0q Ñ ĂCIpY1, p1, s1, q1, qˆ1, k1q.
We denote the map induced in homology by
z
HMI pW,γ, p, hq. We state the relevant invariance
result.
Proposition 1. For any choice of two choices of perturbations and homotopies there exists
a canonical isomorphismĂΦIppq, qˆ, kq, pq1, qˆ1, k1qq : ĆHMI ˚pY, p, s, q, qˆ, kq Ñ ĆHMI ˚pY, p, s, q1, qˆ1, k1q
such that the following hold:
(1) ĂΦIppq, qˆ, kq, pq, qˆ, kqq is the identity of zHMI ˚ppq, qˆ, kqq;
(2) we have ĂΦIppq1, qˆ1, k1q, pq2, qˆ2, k2qq ˝ ĂΦIppq, qˆ, kq, pq1, qˆ1, k1qq “ ĂΦIppq, qˆ, kq, pq2, qˆ2, k2qq.
In particular, there is a well defined involutive Floer homology group
z
HMI ˚pY, p, sq.
The proof of this results follows very closely those of the counterparts in usual monopole
Floer homology (Chapter 23 of [KM07]). Of course, the map ĂΦI arises as a continuation
map. Its definition requires the choice of a regular homotopy kt between k and k
1, which are
themselves homotopies from pq, qˆq to p˚q, ˚qˆq and from pq1, qˆ1q to p˚q1, ˚qˆ1q respectively. On
the other hand, any two such homotopies kt are homotopic relative to the boundary because
of Lemma 1 and following remark, so that the map induced in homology can be shown to be
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independent of the choice as in the usual case. In particular, this also implies the property p1q
in the statement. Property p2q (and more in general the composition property for cobordisms)
follows from a standard neck stretching argument.
Example 2. In the case of S3, we have that ĄHM ˚pS3, pq is F, and indeed the generator can
be identified (for some small regular perturbation, which we omit from the notation) in the
chain complex
Cˇ˚pS3q UˇÝÑ Cˇ˚pS3q
with the bottom generator in the left summand. From this the identification of ĆHMI pS3, pq
with FrQs{Q2 readily follows, as ˚ induces the identity in isomorphism.
So far we have only discussed the case of a self-conjugate spinc structure, but one should
include in the discussion also the non self-conjugate ones in order to achieve full functoriality:
indeed, in general the composition of spin cobordisms does not need to be spin. In the case
on a pair of distinct spinc structures s ‰ s¯ we can define CˇIpY, rssq to be
C˜pY, s, q, qˆq ‘ C˜pY, s¯, ˚q, ˚qˆq 1`˚ÝÑ Q ¨ pC˜pY, s, q, qˆq ‘ C˜pY, s¯, ˚q, ˚qˆqq
and denote its homology by and
z
HMI pY, p, rss, rqs, rqˆsq. The invariance proof discussed above
works without complications. On the other hand, as  acts freely on the complex exchanging
the two summands, the homology is naturally identified as a FrQs{Q2-module with
ĄHM pY, p, sq ‘ ĄHM pY, p, sqr´1s ” ĄHM pY, p, s¯q ‘ ĄHM pY, p, s¯qr´1s,
where the action by Q is trivial. The definition of the maps induced by a cobordism pW,γq
equipped with a pair of conjugate non-isomorphic spinc structures s ‰ s¯ is straightforward at
this point, and we spell it out in detail in the case in which the restriction to the incoming
end is not self-conjugate while the restriction to the outgoing one is. In this case, for a fixed
perturbation p, p¯ for the spinc structures s and s¯ (and suitable chain homotopies for the U
actions), one can define the chain maps
m˜pW, s, pq : C˜pY0, s0, q0, qˆ0q Ñ C˜pY1, s1, q1, qˆ1q
m˜pW, s¯, p¯q : C˜pY0, s¯0, ˚q0, ˚qˆ0q Ñ C˜pY1, s1, q1, qˆ1q
defining the usual map induced by the cobordisms. One can then define the chain map
mˇipW, p, p¯q : ĂCIpY0, rs0s, rq0s, rqˆ0sq Ñ ĂCIpY1, s1, q1, qˆ1, kq
given by the matrixˆ
m˜pW, s, pq ` m˜pW, s¯, p¯q 0
h Φ˜ ˝ pm˜pW, s¯, ˚pq ` m˜pW, s, ˚p¯qq
˙
.
where h is a suitable additional term involving a certain chain homotopy for the U action and
the map Φ˜. The induced map is independent of the choices, and we denote it by
z
HMI ˚pW, rssq.
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2. The link surgery spectral sequence
While the results (which are analogous to those in [OS05] and [Blo11]) in the present section
hold for all the versions of involutive Floer homology, we focus on the case of ĆHMI as it will be
important in the next section. Suppose that we are given a link L with l components Ki in a
based three-manifold pY, pq so that the basepoint p does not belong to L. For each component
Ki fix a surgery triple γ
i
0, γ
i
1, γ
i8, i.e. a collection of simple closed curves in BpnbhdpKiqq such
that
γi0 ¨ γi1 “ γi1 ¨ γi8 “ γi8 ¨ γi0 “ ´1.
For each I P t0, 1ul, let YI be the manifold obtained from Y by surgery along Ki according
to the ith component of I, for each i. Also, we can define wpIq to be the number of ones in
I, and consider the lexicographical order on t0, 1uk. When I ď J and wpJq´wpIq “ 1, there
is a natural 2-handle attachment from YI to YJ which we denote by WIJ . The main result is
then the following.
Theorem 2. There exists a spectral sequence of FrQs{Q2-modules whose E1 page is
E1 “ à
IPt0,1ul
ĆHMI ˚pYI , pq
d1 “
ÿ
IďJ,wpJq´wpIq“1
ĆHMI ˚pWIJ , r0, 1s ˆ tpuq.
and converges to ĆHMI ˚pY8, pq, where Y8 is the manifold by surgery along all the γi8. Fur-
thermore, the spectral sequence is independent (up to canonical isomorphism) of the choice of
data.
Remark 3. Notice that p determines a point in each of the YI . For the maps in the d
1
differential, the path we consider is the product path r0, 1s ˆ tpu, as we can identify the
cobordism WIJ as the product cobordism r0, 1s ˆ YI with a two-handle attached far away
from the knot.
The following result is one of the key reasons why we are working in the involutive setting
rather than the Pinp2q-one.
Proposition 2. For any cobordism W , the map ĆHMI ˚pW#CP 2q is zero. Indeed, there is an
explicit chain homotopy to zero.
The analogous result in the Pinp2q-case states that the maps is generally non-zero, with
image contained in the image of Q2 (see [Lin16c]). We expected our result to hold as Q2 is
zero in the involutive setting.
Proof. The proof follows as in the usual case [KMOS07] by a neck stretching argument. Fix
the round metric on S3 and a small regular perturbation qˆ on S3. Consider for S P r0,8q the
manifold
W pSq “ pW ˚zD4q Y r0, Ss ˆ S3 Y pCP 2zD4q,
equipped with a metric which is independent of S on the first and third term and is a product
one on the middle term. We can look at the moduli spaces of solutions on this cobordism
parametrized by S. In order to compactify it, we need to also consider the pairs of solutions
pγW , γCP 2q on the disconnected cobordism
W p8q “ pW zD4q˚ > pCP 2zD4q˚
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that are asymptotic on the puncture to the same critical point. When the moduli space is
zero dimensional, the solutions come in pairs
pγW , γCP 2q and pγW , γ¯CP 2q.
This follows from the fact that the spinc structures on CP 2 come in conjugate pairs and when
the moduli space on pCP 2zD4q˚ is zero dimensional, it consists of a single point (for a given
choice of perturbations, see Lemma 27.4.2 in [KM07]). In particular, their total contribution
is zero, so that considering zero dimensional parametrized moduli spaces on W pSq one obtains
a chain homotopy from the original map induced by W and zero.
The same argument works with little modification in the involutive case. We can first pick
a homotopy through small regular perturbations rom qˆ to ˚qˆ. We can then run the neck
stretching argument to define a homotopy between ĂmipW q and the map induced by looking
at the cobordism in which the neck is stretched to infinity. While the perturbation on the
puncture changes along the path of homotopies, at each time the zero dimensional moduli
spaces on CP 2 corresponding to conjugate spinc structures provide two canceling solutions as
above, so the total contribution is zero. 
The key point in the proof is that in order to show that the map vanishes we only need
the space of small regular perturbations to be simply connected. We can interpret the fact
that the analogous result in the Pinp2q-theory is false from this topological perspective: in
order to define the Pinp2q-theory, one would need higher homotopies (see [SS10]), and the
non-vanishing of the map corresponds to the non-triviality of the higher homotopy groups of
the space of regular perturbations.
Proposition 3. Given a knot K Ă Y and a surgery triple γi for i “ 1, 2, 3, denote by Yi the
manifold obtained by surgery on K with framing γi. Then there is an exact triangleĆHMI ˚pY1, pq ĆHMI ˚pY2, pq
ĆHMI ˚pY3, pq
where in the latter we chose the basepoint p R K, and the maps are the maps induced by the
corresponding 2-handle attachment cobordisms.
Proof. The result follows in the same manner as the triangle in monopole Floer homology, see
[KMOS07]. We spell out the few additional details to be checked. Denote by Wi the 2-handle
attachment from Yi to Yi`1, and consider the induced map
f˜i : ĂCI˚pYiq Ñ ĂCI˚pYi`1q.
We will supress the various basepoints and additional choices for simplicity. The composite
cobordism Wi`1 ˝ Wi is naturally identified with W i`2#CP 2 and the previous discussion
constructs chain null-homotopies H˜i for f˜i`1 ˝ f˜i (this is associated to the stretching along the
two hypersurfaces Yi`1 and Si, see Figure 1). The result then follows by general homological
algebra (see the triangle detection lemma 5.1 in [KMOS07]) once we show that
(5) H˜i`1 ˝ f˜i ` f˜i`2 ˝ H˜i : ĂCI˚pYiq Ñ ĂCIpYiq
is a quasi-isomorphism. To see why this holds, one considers the triple composite cobor-
dism Wi`2 ˝Wi`1 ˝Wi. This contains five distinguished hypersurfaces (see Figure 1), and
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one considers a two-dimensional family of (possibly degenerate) metrics and perturbations
parametrized by the pentagon P¯ in Figure 2. The latter is obtained as the union of five
squares, each of which is a two dimensional family of metrics and perturbations correspond-
ing to disjoint hypersurfaces. The edges QpSiq correspond to stretching out to infinity a
CP 2 summand along the hypersurface Si, so that when considering zero dimensional moduli
space the corresponding edges contribute zero as in the previous proposition. Again, we only
need here that the space of small regular perturbations is simply connected. Hence counting
zero dimensional moduli spaces parametrized by this pentagon provides a chain homotopy
between (5) (which corresponds to the hypersurfaces Yi`1 and Yi`2 stretched out to infinity,
hence the edges QpYi`1q and QpYi`2q) and a map L˜ obtained by counting certain solutions on
the cobordism with the hypersurface R stretched to infinity. The latter is a copy of S2 ˆ S1
with a metric of positive scalar curvature, and it is shown in [KMOS07] that in the usual
setting the induced map is a multiplication by a power series in U with leading coefficient 1
(hence an isomorphism). To show that the same statement holds in the involutive setting,
we first need to show that for the space regular of perturbations of S2 ˆ S1 we consider is
simply connected, so that all the constructions can be carried over. The perturbations used
in [KMOS07] have the following form. First, one can fix a -equivariant retraction
BpS2 ˆ S1, s0q Ñ T
where the latter is the circle of flat connections (on which  acts by conjugation). Consider a
-invariant Morse function
f : TÑ R
which only has two critical points (e.g. the standard height function). We can then achieve
transversality by considering perturbations of the form
(6) εf ˝ p` qˆ
where ε is fixed small so that no irreducible critical points are introduced and qˆ is small
compared to epsilon. There will be only two critical points for the perturbed Chern-Simons-
Dirac functional, namely the reducibles corresponding to the two spin connections on S2ˆS1,
and transversality is equivalent to the corresponding Dirac operators having simple spectrum.
Now under the involution this pushes forward to εf ˝ p` ˚qˆ, hence the situation is the same
as that of S3 and simply connectivity follows from Lemma 1 and the following remark.
This shows in the involutive setting that the pentagon of metrics P¯ together with a suitable
regular homotopy to its conjugate induces a chain homotopy from (5) torL : ĂCI˚pYiq Ñ ĂCIpYiq.
The latter is defined counting contributions from R with the same formulas as [KMOS07].
Taking the Q-filtration, we see that the induced map of the E1 page is an isomorphism because
of the result in the usual case, and the proposition follows. 
We are finally ready to prove Theorem 2. The proof is essentially the same as that provided
in [Blo11] (to which we refer for the details), and we discuss discuss which adaptations are
needed for the involutive case. Define X to be the chain complex
X “ à
IPt0,1ul
ĂCI˚pYIq
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Y1 Y2 Y3 Y1
R1
S1 S2
Figure 1. The five hypersurfaces in the triple composite.
P pR1, S2q
P pY2, S2q
P pY2, Y3qP pS1, Y3q
P pR1, S1q
QpY3q
QpY2q
QpS2qQpR1q
QpS1q
Figure 2. The family of metrics P¯ Each square correspond to stretching
along two disjoint surfaces.
where the differential D is obtained by summing over a collection of maps
DIJ :
ĂCI˚pYIq Ñ ĂCI˚pYJq
for I ď J . To each I ď J , there is an associated pwpJq ´ wpIq ´ 1q-dimensional permuto-
hedron PIJ , and the maps are defined by considering the moduli spaces parametrized by a
corresponding family of metrics and perturbations, together with a regular homotopy to its
image under the pushforward along ˚. These families correspond to stretching along the
collection of 2pwpJq´wpIq´1q ´ 2 hypersurfaces YK for I ă K ă J . For example, map DII is
simply the differential of ĂCIpYIq, while for wpJq ´ wpIq “ 1 this is just the map induced by
the corresponding 2-handle attachment. The proof of [Blo11] carries over to show that this
is indeed a chain complex. The filtration by w induces a spectral sequence whose E1 page is
readily identified as in the statement.
We then need to prove that the homology of X is ĆHMI ˚pY8q. We proceed by induction on
the number of components of the link as in [Blo11]. We slightly generalize the notation YI
to denote surgeries with coefficients in I P t0, 1,8uk. Consider the component Kk. We have
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that the construction provided in [Blo11] of the chain complex
X˜k “ à
IPt0,1uk´1ˆt0,1,8uˆt8ul´k
ĂCI˚pYIq
associated to the lattice t0, 1ul´1ˆt0, 1,8uˆt8uk (where in the kth component 0 ă 1 ă 8)
carries over to the involutive case in the same fashion as the construction of X. Indeed, his
construction involves families of metrics and perturbations parametrized by certain graph-
associahedra corresponding to stretching along hypersurfaces which are copies of either YK
for I ă K ă J , S3 or S2 ˆ S1. For the latter two, we require as before that the homotopy to
the conjugate is through regular perturbations. The proof of the surgery exact triangle for
Kk can be rephrased to say that the complex X˜
k is acyclic. If we consider the 2-step filtration
on X l obtained by considering the inclusion t8u Ă t0, 1,8u in the kth coordinate, the fact
that the chain complex is acyclic tells us that there is a quasi-isomorphism
H˚
¨˝ à
IPt0,1uk´1ˆt8ul´k`1
ĂCI˚pYIq‚˛– H˚pXq,
and the left-hand side is quasi-isomorphic to ĆHMI ˚pY8q by inductive hypothesis.
3. Relation with Bar-Natan’s theory
In this section we discuss how Bar-Natan’s theory, which is the modification of Khovanov’s
construction obtained via the operations (1), naturally arises in our context after setting u2 to
be zero. Recall that we will deal with the reduced version ĄBN2: after choosing a basepoint, this
is the homology of the complex obtained by quotienting the FrQs{Q2-subcomplex consisting
of elements which have v´ in the entry corresponding to the basepoint. The same change of
basis adopted in [ORS13] shows that this is independent of the choice of the basepoint, and
furthermore we have the splitting of bigraded FrQs{Q2-modules
BN2˚,˚pLq “ĄBN2˚,˚pLq ‘ĄBN2˚´2,˚pLq
Consider now a diagram D of L equipped with a basepoint. The key observation (see also
[OS05]) is that the resolution of crossings
0ÐÝ 1ÝÑ
can be realized, when thinking of the branched double cover, as a surgery triple. Here the
knot along which the surgery is performed is given by the inverse image of an unknotted arc
connecting the two strands in the diagram. We can then study the associated surgery spectral
sequence. The main result of the present paper follows from the following.
Theorem 3. Suppose a diagram D of a link L in S3 is given. Then the E2-page of the link
surgery spectral sequence associated to the cube of resolutions in the branched double cover is
isomophic to ĄBN2pLq.
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The first step is to identify the groups appearing in the E1-page of the spectral sequence.
These correspond to the branched double covers of the full resolutions. These are just a
collection of cycles in the plane, so their branched double cover is just a connected sum
#kS2 ˆ S1, where k ` 1 is the number of cycles.
Lemma 2. Let Y “ #kS2 ˆ S1. We have the isomorphism of graded FrQs{Q2-modulesĆHMI ˚pY q “ Λ˚pH1pY,Fqq b FrQs{Q2
where the H1pY,Fq lies in degree ´1.
To perform the computations in this sections it will be helpful to reduce to the Morse-Bott
setting of Pinp2q-monopole Floer homology. In particular, for a three-manifold Y equipped
with a self-conjugate spinc structure, it is associated in [Lin16a] a chain complex CˇpY, sq whose
homology is
y
HM ˚pY, sq such that ˚ induces a chain automorphism. This is done by consid-
ering -equivariant perturbations (this necessarily introduces Morse-Bott singularities). As a
Morse-Bott chain complex, it involves (generalized) singular chains in the critical submani-
folds, and the differential takes into account fibered products with the compactified moduli
spaces of trajectories connecting different critical submanifolds. We can use such a chain
complex to define ĂCI˚pY, sq: while we will still need to consider a chain homotopy between
Uˇqˆ and its conjugate, the main advantage is that ι can be taken to coincide with . The proof
that such a chain complex is quasi-isomorphic to the one defined in the previous section is
essentially contained in Chapter 3 of [Lin16a].
Proof. We start by discussing the case k “ 1, for which the critical set (for a certain choice
of generic -equivariant perturbation) can be described as follows (see Chapter 4 of [Lin16a]).
There are two critical points α0, α1, which are the reducible solutions corresponding to the
spin connections, and correspondingly there are in the blow up two sequences of critical
submanifolds rCi0s and rCi1s for i P Z, each of them being a copy of S2. Furthermore, the
action of  is given by the antipodal map of S2. This description follows because under the
-equivariance assumption, the perturbed Dirac operators involved are quaternionic linear,
hence their eigenspaces are (under the genericity assumption) two-dimensional over C. A
generator of the zero dimensional singular homology of rCiks lies in degree k ` 4i, and the
total differential of CˇpY, sq is the sum of the differential in each critical submanifold together
with the map that takes a chain σ in rCi1s to the chain p1`qσ in rCi0s (under the identifications
above). The generators of the homology ĄHM ˚pS2 ˆ S1q, which is identified with H1pY,Fq,
can be represented as follows:
‚ the one in degree zero by a point p0 P rC00 s;‚ the one in degree one by a point p1 P rC01 s plus an arc λ in rC00 s running from p1 to
˚p1 (under the usual identification).
Consider now the involutive chain complex ĂCI˚pY, sq. We denote by Q¨rCiks the corresponding
critical submanifold in the summand Q ¨ Cˇ˚pY, sq. From our description of the generators, it
is clear that the map ĄHM ˚pS2 ˆ S1q Q¨ιÝÑ Q ¨ ĄHM ˚pS2 ˆ S1q
is the identity, and the result immediately follows.
The case of general k is essentially the same, the key point being that the manifold has
positive scalar curvature (see Section 36.1 in [KM07]). Fix a spin structure on Y , together with
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a basis of H1pY,Fq. These choices provide an identification for the torus of flat connections
Tk “ pS1qk
and we consider a Morse function f on this torus which is the sum of the height function on
each factor, so that the original spin structure is the maximum. This function has exactly
2k critical points. These are identified with the set of spin structures and, via the choice of
basis, with t0, 1uk. Under this identification the spin structure we started with corresponds
to the string of ones. Picking then a small perturbation as in (6), we see that these reducible
solutions corresponding to the spin structure are the only critical points of the functional.
Hence for each α P t0, 1uk we get a sequence rCiαs of critical submanifolds (each identified
with S2), whose generator of the zero dimensional singular homology has absolute grading
lpαq ` 4i, where lpαq is the number of ones in α. Consider the lexicographical order on on
t0, 1uk. We then have the following description under the identification of Λ˚pH1pY,Fqq with
t0, 1uk: the generator corresponding to α is represented by a single point in rC0αs, together
with other chains in critical submanifolds rCkβ s with β ă α. Hence againĄHM ˚pY q Q¨ιÝÑ Q ¨ ĄHM ˚pY q
is the identity, and the result follows. 
From this description, we can also describe the generator in ĆHMI ˚pY q corresponding to α:
it consists of a point p in rC0αs, an arc λ in Q ¨ rC0αs connecting p and ˚p, and other chains
in rCiβs and Q ¨ rCiβs for β ă α. With this in hand, we can show the following (which is
ultimately the reason why Bar Natan’s homology arises in this context).
Lemma 3. Consider the cobordism S2ˆS2zpD4 >D4q from S3 itself. Then the induced map
on ĆHMI ˚pS3q ” FrQs{Q2 is multiplication by Q.
Proof. This follows from the following characterization of the moduli spaces on S2ˆS2 (Propo-
sition 3 in [Lin16c]): after applying a suitable -equivariant perturbation, the compactified
moduli space Mi of solutions asymptotic to rCi0s on both ends is a one-dimensional smooth
compact manifold without boundary such that both evaluation maps are generators of the
one dimensional homology of the quotient (which is a copy of RP 2). In particular, it consists
of an odd number of circles. As discussed above, the generator of 1 P FrQs{Q2 has a rep-
resentative given by a point in p P rC00 s together with an arc λ in Q ¨ rC00 s connecting p to
˚p. Under transversality assumptions, the moduli space Mi will intersect this arc in an odd
number of points, so that it defines the generator of Q ¨ rC00 s in the outgoing end. 
As pointed out in the introduction, the identification provided in the previous result is
not canonical, but relies on the choice of a spin structure on Y . By a classical observation
of Turaev ([Tur88]), there is a natural bijection between spin structures on ΣpLq and the
quasi-orientations of L, i.e. orientations of L up to global reversal. Roughly speaking, the
unique spin structure on S3 induces by pull back a spin structure on the double cover of S3zL.
This does not extend to the whole ΣpLq, but it does after it is suitably twisted. Furthermore,
these twistings can be identified with the quasi-orientations of L.
For each full resolution of D, which provides a collection of cycles in the plane, we orient
each of the cycles according to the parity of the number of cycles it is cointained it. More
precisely, we can color the domains in the complement of the plane in black and white so that
‚ the unbounded component is black;
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‚ each curve divides a black component for a white component.
We then orient the cycles as the boundaries of the white domains. This choice is particularly
convenient when studying the maps induced by merging/splitting of cycles, as one readily
check that there is an orientation on the corresponding handle attachment cobordism C that
induces the given orientations on the boundaries. Passing on the branched double covers, this
implies that (as in the bijection described above) on the branched double cover ΣpCq there
is a natural spin structure inducing the given ones on the boundary.
Example 3. Consider the merging of two circles into one. The corresponding branched double
cover is pD2 ˆ S2qzD4. This cobordism only has one spin structure, while the boundary
component S2 ˆ S1 has two. The choice of orientations of the link and surface above implies
that the spin structure on the cobordism restricts to the given one on the boundary.
We are now ready to describe the maps that arise as the differentials on the E1-page of
the link spectral sequence. For Y “ #kS2 ˆ S1 we can fix a standard basis of H1pY q given
by rγis, i “ 1, . . . , k, where rγis is a standard circle in the ith summand.
Lemma 4. Let Y “ #kS2ˆS1. Suppose K is a standard circle in one of the factors, and let
Y 1 “ Y0pKq (which can be identified with #k´1S2 ˆ S1). Without loss of generality, we can
assume rKs “ rγ1s. Suppose we have fixed a spin structure on the corresponding cobordism
W 1, and identify the Floer groups of the boundaries as in Lemma 2 using the induced spin
structure. Then the map of FrQs{Q2-modulesĆHMI ˚pW q : ĆHMI ˚pY q Ñ ĆHMI ˚pY 1q
acts for ξ P Λ˚pH1pY 1qq as
rγ1s ^ ξ ÞÑ Q ¨ ξ
ξ ÞÑ ξ
where we naturally identify rγis for i ě 2 as a basis for H1pY 1q.
Dually, let rKs be an unknot and consider Y 2 “ Y0pKq (which can be identified with
#k`1S2 ˆ S1). Denote by rγ0s the class of the new generator, and again assume that the
identifications of the groups on the boundary are respect to spin structure induced by a spin
structure on the cobordism W 2. Then the map of FrQs{Q2-modulesĆHMI ˚pW 2q : ĆHMI ˚pY q Ñ ĆHMI ˚pY 2q
acts for ξ P Λ˚pH1pY qq as
ξ ÞÑ rγ0s ^ ξ,
where again we identify the rγis with the corresponding generators in H1pY 2q.
Proof. Consider first the case in which k “ 0 and the cobordism is W 2. Choose a metric with
positive scalar curvature on S2 ˆ S1. There are two reducible critical points rα0s and rα1s,
corresponding to the two spin connections of spin structures s0 and s1. Suppose that s0 is the
spin structure induced by the cobordism. We can then add equivariant regular perturbations
as in [Lin16a] so that the only critical points are the rαis, and rα0s lies in degree one less with
respect to rα1s. As we are only interested in reducible moduli spaces, and as the map induced
by the cobordism has degree ´1, the choice we have made implies that the moduli spaces on
the cobordism can be made transverse without recurring to -equivariant asd-perturbations.
In particular, the relevant moduli spaces are all two dimensional and reducible (lying over the
spin connection on the cobordism) and consist of copies of S2 for which the two evaluation
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maps at the endpoints are diffeomorphism. The case of general k is proved without significant
modifications.
To compute the map induced by W 1, we can suppose that the curve K is the cycle of the
new S2 ˆ S1 summand obtained from a cobordism of the form W 2. Fix a spin structure on
the ends of W 1 and W 2 diffeomorphic to #k´1S2ˆS1, and equip W 1 and W 2 with the unique
spin structure extending them. We can then form the spin cobordism
W 1 YϕW 2
where ϕ is an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism between the boundary components dif-
feomorphic to #kS2ˆS1 identifying the induced spin structures. Notice that the result is not
the composition of the cobordisms in the surgery exact triangle. Indeed, the composition is
spin, and it is diffeomorphic to the product r0, 1sˆ p#kS2ˆS1q connected sum with S2ˆS2.
Combining Lemma 3 with the usual neck stretching argument we obtain that the induced
map is multiplication by Q. The result then follows from the computation of W 2. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We just need to put together the various pieces discussed above. Fix
a pointed diagram D. A full resolution gives rise to a disjoint union of circles in the plane
S0, . . . , Sk, where we suppose that S0 is the one containing the basepoint. The branched
double cover is a copy of #kS2 ˆ S1, and the preimage of a standard arc connecting S0 to
Si gives rise to a generator rγis in the ith component. The orientation convention we have
chosen fixes a spin structure on the branched double cover, hence an identification of the
associated group as in Lemma 2. This is readily identified with the corresponding (reduced)
vector space in Bar-Natan’s chain complex via the isomorphism of FrQs{Q2-modules
ϕ : ĆHMI ˚p#kS2 ˆ S1q Ñ V bk`1 b Frus{u2
defined as follows: for a primitive element ξ P Λ˚pH1p#kS2ˆS1qq, we assign v` to the pointed
circle and to the ith circle v´ if rγis appears in ξ, and v` otherwise, and finally we identify
Q with u.
Consider now merging/splitting cobordisms: there are in total four cases, depending on
whether the circle with the basepoint is involved or not. We focus on the case in which the
circles with basepoints are not involved, as the other two are analogous. Consider the case of
the splitting of a circle S1 into two circles S1 and S
1
1. This is obtained by doing surgery on a
small unknot, and the natural choice for the generator new component, so that the description
of Lemma 4 holds, is the preimage rγ1s of a standard arc connecting S1 to S11 (see Figure 3).
Indeed, our convention on orientations is compatible with the merging of the circles, hence
there is a natural spin structure on the branched double cover inducing the given ones on
the boundary. In this basis (which differs from the one discussed above), the map is given
as in Lemma 4 by the wedge product with rγ1s. We then define the the change of basis ofĂHS˚p#kS2 ˆ S1q as (FrQs{Q2-modules), for ξ P Λ˚pFxrγ2s, . . . , rγksyq as
ξ ÞÑ ξ
rγ1s ^ ξ ÞÑ rγ1s ^ ξ
rγ1s ^ ξ ÞÑ rγ1s ^ ξ ` rγ11s ^ ξ `Q ¨ ξ
rγ1s ^ rγ1s ^ ξ ÞÑ rγ1s ^ rγ11s ^ ξ,
where the old basis is rγ1s, rγ1s, rγ2s, . . . , rγks and the new one is rγ1s, rγ11s, rγ2s, . . . , rγks. The
asymmetric nature of this map depends on the choice we have made of considering rγ1s as
the generator before the splitting. Under this identification, the map corresponding to the
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γ1
S1
S0
γ1
S1
S0
γ11γ1
S11
Figure 3. Reading the figure from left to right we have a splitting. The
natural generator of the new copy S2ˆS1 summand is the preimage of the arc
γ1 going from S1 to S11, and we need to perform a change of basis (as FrQs{Q2-
modules) to return to the usual basis induced by γ1 and γ
1
1. The circles are
oriented so that the induced cobordism has a compatible orientation.
splitting is exactly the map m in Bar-Natan’s tqft: the most interesting is the one arising
from the third line of the identification above, which implies the coproduct
v` ÞÑ v` b v´ ` v´ b v` ` uv` b v`.
For the merging, we are reading Figure 3 from right to left, and the maps provided by Lemma
4 are readily identified with the multiplication m. 
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